
Thomas de Ingelby et Rogerus de Ful thorp f in comitatibus
Eborf, Northumbr', Cumbr', et Westmerl'.

Henricus Percehay et Walterus Clopton' in comitatibus Devon',
Cornub', Somers', Dors1, Suthtf, Wiltes', et Bristollf.

Willelmus de Skipwyth', Willelmus de Burgh1 in comitatibus
Lincoln', Hotel1, Warrf, Leyc', Notyngh', Derb', Northt'.

Johannes de Cavendissh et Johannes Holt in comitatibus

Cantebru', Huntf, Norff, Sufff, Bed', et Buk1.
[Patent Roll 1 Richard II part 1 (C.66/297) m.26d]

Calendar Entry
See Calendar, nos. 2-7.

Letters of Association, Admission and Si Non Omnes for Circuits or

parts of Circuits
Letters of Association and Admission for Circuit Commissions

were modelled on the forms developed before 1273 for the special

Assize Commissions,though for some time after 1273 it seems to
have been commoner to effect changes by a fresh Commission than by
association. These forms carried a clause 'non expectata pre-

sencia' to enable two or more of the justices to proceed without

the others; sometimes a separate writ was issued to the same

effect. This writ was superseded, and the clauses disappeared,
when the 'si non omnes' was developed, by a straightforward borrowing

from canon law, where this instrument had long been issued
together with the papal letters appointing judges delegate. So
far as is known at present, this borrowing and adaptation took
place under Edward I, but was not extended to Assizes with any
frequencyuntil the later years of Edward II. Further research

is needed to discover the chronology of this development. Since
the English Chancery and courts habitually used the operative

words of writs for their short title, the 'si non omnes' was for
a long time known alternatively as the fsi vos omnes'.

The Letters of Association and 'si non omnes' were letters
patent; the Letters of Admission were letters close. The issue
of Letters of Admission is therefore not normally noted on the
Patent Rolls: there are only three instances of their issue
being noted under Richard II. On the other hand, they seem to
have been surrendered to the keeping of the assize circuit clerk

for filing in the circuit file; so there are a number of originals

of them in the six surviving files of Richard II. The Letters of

Association, however, may have been returned to the justice (s) to
whom they were addressed, after they had been entered in the
circuit roll; originals of them are rare, and none has been
found in the Richard II files. So in these examples the full
forms of the Letters of Association have been taken from enrolments

in an Assize Roll; the full forms of the Letters of

Admission and 'si non omnes' come from originals in the files.
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